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INSTRUCTIONS

Sequence
Challenge

There are ten pages of target arrays. Each
page has an array of five 3½” circles. Each
circle target has a sequence number of 1 to 5.

3

Date: ____________
Caliber: __________
Distance: _________
Hits: _____________
Misses: ___________

The challenge is to take only ONE SHOT at
each circle, shooting in numeric sequence.
NOTE: Every page of target arrays has a
different sequence order.
A single strike within each circle is one point.
If there are two strikes within the same circle,
it is considered as TWO MISSES and no points
are awarded. The highest score is the winner.
Suggested Distances:
2 yds - 3 yds - 5 yds - 7 yds - 10 yds
A timer is not needed for this challenge.
However, being timed for the fastest shooting
sequence adds another level to the challenge.
To Score a Timed Event: Each miss is a one
second penalty. Add the total number of
MISSES to the elapsed time for that sequence.

Time: ____________
Score: ____________

The LOWEST SCORE is the winner.
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